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I n t e l l i t e c

200 Amp Disconnect Kits

Intellitec's Big Boy line of battery disconnects come with a latching 
configuration. This incredibly rugged, reliable and cost e�ective 
disconnect design is the global standard for OEM`s to use as their main 
Battery Disconnect.

Single and Dual Battery Disconnect Kits



The push-button switch o�ers user friendly 
access to the disconnect switch but also 
informs the user of the connection status.

A solid green light ring means the system is 
connected.

An unlit ring means the system is not connect-
ed.

A flashing LED ring means the battery voltage 
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The BG1K provides a diagnostic LED for trouble-
shooting if the module fails to operate as 
intended. 

One Blink means the system failed to disconnect. 

Two Blinks when the system fails to reconnect.

Three Blinks when the system is below the 
minimum disconnect threshold.

BDX Battery Disconnect
The BDX Battery Disconnect Systems are easy-to-install solutions that allow vehicle owners 
the ability to check battery voltages and perform battery disconnects from a single panel. The 
operator or owner can be sure the batteries are disconnected when the vehicle is not in use 
or being stored o�-season. The control panel can be conveniently located inside the vehicle 
where all monitoring and control can be done remote.

The heart of the BDX Battery Disconnect system is our standard latching relay and is capable 
of carrying heavy starter and auxiliary loads. This sturdy relay is sealed against the 
environment and is ignition protected.  In addition to preventing unwanted battery drain when 
the vehicle is not in use, the BDX Battery Disconnect may be used during service to reduce the 
chance of shorts or fire hazards while working on the 12 Volt electrical systems.
  
Relay Dimensions: 7.0”(H) x 3.72”(L) x 3.72”(W)
Disconnect Panel: 3.5”(H) x 4.25”(L) x 1”(W)
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200 Amp Single Disconnect
P/N: 10-01090-002

(1) Battery Disconnect Panel (00-01090-100)
(1) Big Boy 12V Battery Guard Relay - 200A (00-00507-012)
(1) 25’ Single Fused Big Boy Harness (11-01090-200)

100 Amp/200 Amp Dual Disconnect Kit
P/N: 10-01090-102

(1) Universal BCC Switch Panel (00-01090-000)
(1) Relay-Battery Disconnect - 12V/100 Amp (01-00055-000)
(1) Big Boy 12 V Battery Guard Relay - 200A (00-00507-012)
(1) Fused BDX/Big Boy Battery Disconnect Harness (11-01090-002)

Intended for remote disconnect of either the chassis or auxiliary 
battery of a specialty vehicle.

Intended for remote disconnect of both chassis and auxiliary batteries of 
specialty vehicles with dual batteries.


